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ABSTRACT Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is an effective video technology to diagnose gastroin-
testinal (GI) diseases, such as bleeding, ulcer, and tumor. In order to avoid a tedious manual review process
of long duration WCE video recordings, automatic disease detection schemes have received significant
attention from the researchers. In particular, instead of the conventional approach of dealing with a single
disease, developing a unified scheme, which is capable of detecting multiple GI diseases, is getting more
importance while being challenging. In this paper, a unified computer-aided scheme is developed for
detecting multiple GI diseases from WCE videos based on a proposed least-square saliency transformation
(LSST) followed by a probabilistic model-fitting approach. Commonly in the training phase, image-level
labeling of images is used, as pixel-level annotations are available only for a small number of images. In
view of utilizing the knowledge from pixel-level annotated diseased images, an LSST scheme is proposed to
extract a set of optimum prior coefficient-vectors which is later used to capture the salient pixels of interest
(POI) in a larger WCE image dataset that do not have pixel-annotations. The intensity distributions of salient
POI are modeled by a suitable probability density function (PDF) and the fitted PDF parameters are utilized
as features in the proposed supervised hierarchical classification scheme. A large number of WCE images
obtained from publicly available WCE videos are used for performance evaluation and it is found that the
result obtained by the proposed method outperforms the results obtained in case of some state-of-the-art
methods.

INDEX TERMS Multiple gastrointestinal disease detection, K-means clustering, Least square saliency
transformation, Quadratic Programming, Support Vector Machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting multiple gastrointestinal (GI) diseases, like bleed-
ing, ulcer and tumor via manual inspection of wireless cap-
sule endoscopy (WCE) videos require a significant amount
of time and effort [1]. Therefore, automatic disease detection
schemes from WCE videos have received great attention
from the researchers [2]. Most of the research efforts given
so far deal only with one type of disease detection from
WCE videos. Among them, bleeding detection is widely
attempted as bleeding is the most common GI disease [3]–
[14]. The reported automatic bleeding detection schemes are

mainly based on suspected blood indicator [3], histogram-
based features [4]–[7], statistical features [8], block-based
approaches [7], [9], features from salient points [11], [15]
and deep learning framework [12]. In [14], the active and
inactive bleeding subgroups are classified based on histogram
features and then, separately fed to different fully connected
neural networks for bleeding region segmentation. On the
other side, automatic ulcer detection schemes are proposed
based on convolutional neural network (CNN) based archi-
tecture [16], completed local binary patterns (LBP), and
laplacian pyramid [17]. Moreover, in literature, computer-
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aided tumor detection schemes are found based on textural
descriptors in inverse curvelet domain [18], uniform LBP
[19] and Gabor filter based filter-bank [20]. In [21], [22],
instead of using pixel-level annotations, image-level annota-
tions are directly used in the CNN based deep learning model
to classify the inflammatory GI lesions. Moreover, in [22],
salient points are also extracted from the local features of
the deep model. [23] provides a comparative analysis among
different deep learning based polyp detection methods. In
[15], the disease detection problem is treated as a two-class
problem considering all the diseases in a single class. Only
a few research results are reported to classify multiple GI
diseases from WCE videos but their performance is not
significant. In [24], a method is proposed based on a multi-
texture analysis and in [25] for this purpose, a saliency
coding scheme is used. In [26], a bag of words (BoW) based
approach is proposed for classifying the diseases, where LBP
are used as local features. In [27], a discriminatory joint-
feature topic model with dual constraints is proposed to
classify multiple abnormalities in WCE images. In the above
mentioned multiple disease detection schemes, features are
extracted considering the whole image which degrades the
feature quality as the diseased portion may be very small in
comparison to the entire image. One possible solution is to
extract features from preliminary selected salient pixels of
interest (POI). In this regard, a precise extraction of POI can
ensure better feature for classification. The main challenge
in proposing a single criteria for capturing salient POI from
various diseases is the high degree of irregular behavior in
characteristic patterns for different diseases. On the other
side, the pixel-level knowledge of an image can serve as a
major source of information for learning about diseases, no
matter even the pixel-level annotated images are available for
a small percentage. Moreover, a major issue in computer-
aided GI disease detection schemes is the large feature di-
mension which limits the classification performance. Hence,
a unified scheme, which utilizes the pixel-level annotated
images for capturing the salient POI from WCE images
irrespective of disease type to classify multiple GI diseases
with low feature dimension, is in great demand.

The objective of this paper is to develop a unified au-
tomatic scheme for detecting multiple GI diseases from
WCE videos based on proposed least square saliency trans-
formation (LSST) and probabilistic model fitting scheme
using a minimum number of pixel-level annotated images
of different diseases. The proposed scheme consists of two
major stages. The first stage involves the LSST scheme on
a set of pixel-level annotated diseased images. In the second
stage, the resulting LSST coefficient-vectors are applied on a
different set of WCE images to identify salient POI in these
images. Next, we propose to fit a characteristic PDF suitable
for modeling the intensity patterns of the salient POI. Such
a PDF-fitting based scheme offers a very low feature dimen-
sion with a more consistent class representation. The fitted
PDF parameters are used as features in the proposed efficient
hierarchical cascaded classification scheme developed using

binary support vector machines (SVMs) for better classifica-
tion performance, especially when the class representatives
have a high degree of irregularity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II,
the generation of prior LSST coefficient-vectors is presented
in details, while in section III, the PDF fitting based feature
extraction scheme, using the resulting LSST coefficient-
vectors, is presented. Finally, the results are discussed in
section IV, while the concluding remarks are presented in
section V.

II. PROPOSED LEAST SQUARE SALIENCY
TRANSFORMATION (LSST) SCHEME
In this section, the proposed LSST scheme is described which
takes the given image with its pixel-level annotated ground-
truth as input and returns the optimum prior coefficient-
vectors, which are later utilized to extract the preliminary POI
from other WCE images.

A. PRIOR LSST COEFFICIENT-VECTOR EXTRACTION

Let us consider a given pixel-level annotated diseased image.
We only consider that a single disease class is available
inside the image and the diseased pixels are marked by the
expert physicians. For example, in a bleeding image, the
bleeding pixels are marked by the expert physicians. The
pixel intensities of a given image are normalized between
0 to 1. Now, let us annotate the pixels of the diseased
image with its known pixel-level ground-truth (i.e. diseased
or normal) to 1 or 0, where 1 represents the diseased pixels,
and 0 represents the normal pixels. The idea here is to
find a transformed image by linearly combining the color
channels so that the transformed image best matches the
binary ground-truth image (Z ∈ {0, 1}) or the difference
of pixel-intensities of transformed image and ground-truth
image is minimum. If such a linear combination is found,
in the transformed image, the intensities of salient pixels (in
this case the diseased pixels) or POI would be close to 1 and
the non-diseased pixels would have lower intensity values.
Thus, a significant separation between the diseased and non-
diseased pixels is achievable in the transformed image. The
scale factors or weights of the color channels need to be
extracted to obtain the desired transformed image. Therefore,
we propose a saliency transformation scheme based on a least
square optimization technique to extract the optimum scale
factors to be used in the linear combination that can provide
salient POI in a WCE image. Here, the transformation model
utilizes the given image and its pixel-level annotated binary
imageZ for optimization. If the scalar constants a1, a2, ..., ap
are respectively the weights of 1X, 2X, 3X, ......, pX color
channels from a single color space or from different spaces
and pXij = pX(i, j) is the normalized intensity of (i, j) th
pixel in pX color channel, the transformed image can be
represented as follows:

Ĩij = a1
1Xij+a2

2Xij+a3
3Xij+...+ap

pXij ;∀(i, j) (1)
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The objective is to find the coefficients so that the mapped
image is closest to Z. Therefore, in order to find the optimum
weights, a least square objective function L(a1, a2, ..., ap) is
defined as:

min
a1,a2,...,ap

L(a1, a2, ..., ap) =
∑
i,j

(
Ĩij − Zij

)2
(2)

⇒ min
a1,a2,...,ap

L(a1, a2, ..., ap)

=
∑
i,j

(
a1

1Xij + a2
2Xij + ...+ ap

pXij − Zij

)2 (3)

In order to analyze what is happening inside the objective
function L, we look into the summation of squared distances
of diseased pixels and normal pixels separately. Let, S1 =
{(i, j)|Zij = 0} represents the set of normal pixels and S2 =
{(i, j)|Zij = 1} represents the set of diseased pixels in image
I . Therefore, formulation (3) is re-written as:

min
a1,a2,...,ap

L(a1, a2, ..., ap) =[ ∑
(i,j)∈S1

(
a1

1Xij + a2
2Xij + ...+ ap

pXij − Zij

)2
+

∑
(i,j)∈S2

(
a1

1Xij + a2
2Xij + ...+ ap

pXij − Zij

)2]
(4)

The first and the second term in (4) respectively represents
the squared distances of the normal pixels and diseased pixels
from their ground-truth values. However, in (4) the diseased
class and the normal class are treated equally irrespective of
the number of pixels inside them. This should be a problem
when the number of diseased pixels in the trainer image
is small in comparison to normal pixels. Here, extracted
coefficients a1, a2, ..., ap would be more inclined towards
the normal class. Hence, the transformed intensity of the
salient pixels may not be well-separated from the normal
pixels. Therefore, a regularization parameter ν is introduced
in the second term of equation (4), where ν = ρ× nnormal

ndiseased
,

ndiseased is the number of diseased pixels and nnormal is the
number of normal pixels inside the given diseased image and
ρ is the multiplier which gives control to the user on how
much he wants to give priority to a specific class. In this
way, by introducing the regularizer ν, the biasness towards a
specific class is reduced. The modified equation is as follows:

min
a1,a2,...,ap

La(a1, a2, ..., ap) =[ ∑
(i,j)∈S1

(
a1

1Xij + a2
2Xij + ...+ ap

pXij − Zij

)2
+ν

∑
(i,j)∈S2

(
a1

1Xij + a2
2Xij + ...+ ap

pXij − Zij

)2]
(5)

After some algebraic manipulation and after writing∑
(i,j)∈S1

=
∑

S1
and

∑
(i,j)∈S2

=
∑

S2
, formulation (5)

becomes

⇒ min
α

α′Haα+ f ′aα (6)

where, α =
[
a1 a2 ... ap

]′
is the prior LSST

coefficient-vector. Ha =
∑

S1

1X2
ij

∑
S1

1Xij
2Xij ...

∑
S1

1Xij
pXij∑

S1

1Xij
2Xij

∑
S1

2X2
ij ...

∑
S1

2Xij
pXij

... ... ... ...∑
S1

1Xij
pXij

∑
S1

2Xij
pXij ...

∑
S1

pX2
ij

+

ν


∑

S2

1X2
ij

∑
S2

1Xij
2Xij ...

∑
S2

1Xij
pXij∑

S2

1Xij
2Xij

∑
S2

2X2
ij ...

∑
S2

2Xij
pXij

... ... ... ...∑
S2

1Xij
pXij

∑
S2

2Xij
pXij ...

∑
S2

pX2
ij


and fa =
−2
[ ∑

S1

1XijZij

∑
S1

2XijZij ...
∑

S1

pXijZij

]′
−2ν

[ ∑
S2

1XijZij

∑
S2

2XijZij ...
∑

S2

pXijZij

]′
The formulation (6) can be implemented using a quadratic

programming (QP) and it leads to a global solution, where
a1, a2, ...ap are the optimization variables. The formulation
is designed in such a way that the summation of the least
square distances of the pixels (i, j) from the transformed
image (Ĩ) to the ground-truth image is minimum. As a result,
in the transformed image, the diseased pixels have higher
intensities and the non-diseased pixels have lower intensities.
Capturing such salient POI by least-square optimization is
termed as least square saliency transformation (LSST) tech-
nique. This technique is applied separately to images having
other diseases, such as ulcer and tumor. The outcome of the
LSST scheme is the optimum LSST coefficient-vector and a
LSS transformed image where the diseased pixels will have
intensities close to 1 and the non-diseased pixels will be
close to 0. For example in RGB space, the color channels are
1X = R,2X = G and 3X = B with p = 3. Table 1 presents
a 3× 3 bleeding block where there is only one bleeding pixel
out of 9. Formulation (3) and formulation (5) are applied on
the data in table 1. The extracted LSST coefficient values us-
ing formulation (3) are a1 = −8.0557, a2 = −12.4341, and
a3 = 48.5007 whereas the extracted coefficient values using
formulation (5) are a1 = −14.7313, a2 = −22.7380, and
a3 = 88.6922. The transformed intensities using formulation
(3) are presented in the sixth column and the transformed
intensities using formulation (6) are presented in the last
column. It is observed from the table that the coefficients
using formulation (3) can not separate the bleeding pixel sig-
nificantly from the non-bleeding ones and it may be treated as
non-bleeding if a threshold is drawn. However, formulation
(5) is also implemented for the data in table 1 with ρ = 1
=⇒ ν = 8. It is clear that the transformed intensities
are significantly separable, whereas they are not so separable
when formulation (3) is used.

The LSST coefficient-vector can be used to capture the
POI in other images which do not have ground-truth annota-
tions. One possible easy way could be to find an appropriate
threshold value for separating the POI. If any unknown
diseased image is transformed by α, an accurate POI in that
image can be obtained if the nature of diseased pixels in the
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FIGURE 1: LSS transformed images of a sample bleeding image, ulcer image, tumor image and normal image using LSST
coefficient-vectors extracted from other pixel-level annotated images. The first, second, third and fourth row respectively
represent a given bleeding, ulcer, tumor and normal image and their corresponding LSS transformed images. The first column
represents the given images while the second, third and fourth column respectively represent the transformed images when
random LSST coefficient-vectors extracted from other pixel-level annotated bleeding, ulcer, tumor images are applied.

image is similar to the pixel annotated prior image. However,
the nature of diseased pixels in two images may not be always
similar. We cannot rely on a single LSST coefficient-vector
extracted from a pixel-level annotated image. Therefore, for
accurate POI extraction, an unknown image needs to be
transformed by applying different LSST coefficient-vectors
extracted from different variants of a disease type. Fig. 1
presents the transformed images of a sample bleeding, ulcer,

tumor and normal image extracted by applying various LSST
coefficient-vectors (from other images of the same disease
type and from different diseases). Although the transformed
images are single channel images, they are represented using
saliency color-map for demonstration purpose, where the
red color indicates the highest intensity and the blue color
indicates the lowest intensity. From the figure, it is clear that
the applied coefficient-vectors, in most cases, can capture
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TABLE 1: NUMERIC EXAMPLE OF THE PROPOSED LSST FORMULA-
TION APPLIED ON A 3× 3 BLEEDING BLOCK

i Zi Ri Gi Bi Ĩi using
(3)

Ĩi using
(5)

1 0 0.5255 0.2857 0.1634 0.1393 0.2548
2 0 0.5255 0.2857 0.1634 0.1393 0.2548
3 0 0.5059 0.2667 0.1503 -0.1019 -0.1863
4 0 0.5255 0.2857 0.1634 0.1393 0.2548
5 0 0.5255 0.2857 0.1634 0.1393 0.2548
6 0 0.502 0.2619 0.1438 -0.326 -0.5962
7 0 0.5294 0.281 0.1634 0.1663 0.3042
8 0 0.5294 0.281 0.1634 0.1663 0.3042
9 1 0.49 0.2706 0.1607 0.4821 0.8816

the salient POI fairly well when the coefficient-vectors are
extracted from other images of the same disease type and
in most cases, tend to capture few random pixels if the
coefficient-vectors are originated from other type of diseases.
For normal image, only a few random pixels are captured in
the POI in all cases.

B. GENERATION OF LSST COEFFICIENT-VECTOR
BANK
The extracted LSST coefficient-vector from a particular
pixel-level annotated diseased image using formulation (6) is
optimum for that image in highlighting the salient portions.
However, the coefficient-vector may not be optimum for
other images of the same disease or images of other classes.
But it is able to capture the salient POI significantly well
from the other images of same disease type of similar variant.
However, the nature of diseased pixels in two images may
not be always similar. Therefore, to successfully capture the
POI in a test image, multiple LSST coefficient-vectors are
required from images having various types of salient patterns
of different diseases. Therefore, a coefficient-vector bank
is generated consisting of all the LSST coefficient-vectors
extracted from prior WCE pixel-level annotated images. If
there are a lot of coefficient-vectors in the bank, applying
all the coefficient-vectors for feature extraction in the next
stage will require a lot of computation. Instead of considering
all of them, if a few representative coefficient-vectors for
each type of disease are considered, the computation in the
feature extraction stage can be greatly reduced as well as the
feature quality is preserved. One possible way to extract the
representative coefficient-vectors for each disease from the
entire bank is to implement unsupervised clustering scheme.
Thus, a cluster-based approach is introduced to generate a
reduced coefficient-vector bank.

Let us assume, in the first stage,
{k
I
}bM
k=b1

is the set of
given prior bleeding images with pixel-level ground-truth
annotations

{k
Z
}bM
k=b1

. Now, a LSST coefficient-vector is
extracted using kI with kZ. In this way, by gathering all the
bleeding coefficient-vectors, a coefficient-vector bank is gen-
erated for bleeding Bb =

{
αk
}bM
k=b1

. Similarly, coefficient-
vector banks are also generated for ulcer and tumor (Bu ={
αk
}uM
k=u1

and Bt =
{
αk
}tM
k=t1

) using the prior pixel-level
annotated ulcer or tumor images. A coefficient-vector bank

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2: The scatter plots of LSST coefficient-vectors
of Bleeding, Ulcer and Tumor class. (a) The extracted
coefficient-vectors from LSST scheme; (b) The LSST
coefficient-vectors after K-means clustering.

B is generated by combining all the coefficient-vectors B =
Bb∪Bu∪Bt. Fig. 2(a) shows a scatter plot of the coefficient-
vectors extracted from LSST technique using formulation
(6) in RGB space utilizing 65 bleeding, 31 ulcer and 30
tumor given prior images. It is observed that for each disease,
many of the coefficients-vectors are very close to each other.
A K-means clustering scheme is separately employed for
the coefficient-vectors of each disease. For example, in case
of bleeding,

{
αk
}bM
k=b1

are fed to a K-means clustering
algorithm. K = Kb = b bMKr

c where Kr is the coefficient-
vector reduction rate. Kr is chosen depending on how much
reduction in computation is desired. For example, if the
number of coefficient-vectors is reduced to one-third, we
choose Kr = 3. Next, the cluster centers (

{
cαk

}bKb
k=b1

) are
chosen as the representative coefficient-vectors and grouped
to generate a reduced LSST bleeding coefficient-vector bank
Br,b =

{
cαk

}bKb
k=b1

. Similar reductions are also performed
for ulcer and tumor coefficient-vectors by separately ap-
plying K-means clustering with K = Ku = buMKr

c and
K = Kt = b tMKr

c respectively to obtain the reduced
LSST coefficient-vector bank for ulcer Br,u and for tumor
Br,t. Finally, a reduced LSST coefficient-vector bank Br is
generated where Br = Br,b ∪ Br,u ∪ Br,t. Fig. 2(b) shows
the coefficient-vectors in the reduced coefficient-vector bank
Br with Kr = 3. It is observed from Fig. 2(a)-2(b) that
the reduced coefficient-vector bank has representatives from
all diseases and from all groups of the original coefficient-
vectors. The coefficient-vector reduction scheme ensures less
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FIGURE 3: Block diagram of reduced LSST coefficient-vector bank generation.

computation in the feature extraction stage which is helpful
for fast implementation. On the other side, if only a few pixel-
level annotated images are available, reduction in the number
of coefficient-vectors in not necessary. The block diagram of
reduced LSST coefficient-vector bank generation is shown in
Fig. 3.

III. PROPOSED GI DISEASE DETECTION SCHEME
USING LSST COEFFICIENT-VECTORS
The resulting LSST coefficient-vectors extracted from the
first stage are applied on a different set of trainer images
for capturing the salient POI followed by the proposed PDF
fitting based feature extraction for disease classification. The
block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4. As
discussed earlier, it is not certain which coefficient-vector is
the best for POI extraction from an image. This is why we
exploit the fact that training should be done in a way that
the proposed scheme can learn features from various variants
of different diseases and can identify whether a test image
has a certain type of salient portion and if it has, then the
scheme matches them with the corresponding trainer feature.
Therefore, ∀cαk ∈ Br are utilized for feature extraction from
an image.

A. PIXELS OF INTEREST (POI) EXTRACTION
The diseased portions in a WCE image are present in varying
shapes and sizes. If the salient portions of the image is really
small, the extracted feature quality for disease detection will
degrade if the features are extracted from the entire image.
Many algorithms utilize the whole image for feature ex-
traction [5], [24], [25]. Moreover, utilizing the whole image
increases computational burden. Hence, in [13], some pre-
liminary POI are selected for feature extraction rather than to
utilize the whole image. However, the POI extraction criteria
are fixed for all image and applicable only for bleeding POI
extraction. The criteria are not applicable for extracting POI
from other diseases. The fixed POI extraction criteria may
not work well for all images as different variants of the same

disease are available. For example, in case of bleeding, dif-
ferent variants of bleeding are available. In case of multiple
GI disease classification problem, where a single scheme
should detect many diseases like bleeding, ulcer and tumor,
such a unified POI extraction criteria is hard to propose.
Moreover, with the advancement of WCE technology and
the research progress, the pixel-level annotated images are
available, where the salient portions in a WCE image are
identified by the expert physicians. Nonetheless, it is nowhere
found that a disease classification scheme utilizes the pixel-
level knowledge where the use of such knowledge is fruitful
in capturing salient portions from different variants of differ-
ent disease types. Hence, in the second stage, the extracted
coefficient-vectors in Br are applied to WCE trainer images
for capturing the salient POI followed by the proposed PDF
fitting based feature extraction for disease classification. Let,
R,G andB be the color channels inRGB space for Image J .
For a coefficient-vector cαk =

[
cak,1

cak,2
cak,3

]′ ∈
Br, the transformed image J̃ij from image J is found as

J̃ij = map(J,cαk) =
c ak,1Rij+

cak,2Gij+
cak,3Bij ;∀(i, j)

(7)
In the transformed image, it is expected that the salient pix-

els will possess high intensities and others will possess low
intensities if cαk comes from an image of same disease type
of similar variant. On the other hand, if cαk is originated from
different disease class, without some exceptions, only a few
random pixels will possess high intensity in the transformed
image. Therefore, to capture salient POI, a threshold line t is
drawn and the POI are gathered in SPOI,k.

SPOI,k = {(i, j)|J̃ij ≥ t} (8)

Here, the subscript k indicates that the POI set is generated
by applying cαk. However, the extracted POI does not guar-
antee the classification of a test image as it only signifies that
the selected POI are probable salient pixels. Moreover, the
number and the type of pixels selected in SPOI,k depends on
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FIGURE 4: Proposed GI disease Detection Scheme using the LSST coefficient-vectors

cαk. Therefore, in order to classify the image, features must
be extracted from the selected POI.

B. PROPOSED PDF FITTING BASED FEATURE
EXTRACTION
After successfully extracting the salient POI by applying
cαk on image J , features are extracted from the POI in-
tensities. One possible way to extract features is to go for
count-based methods or applying statistical measures, such
as mean, median, mode, variance of the POI intensities or
to utilize their histograms. In case of count based methods,
the extracted count-features is not consistent, as the number
of pixels selected in SPOI,k depends on cαk and not on
the image class. In case of traditional histogram or statis-
tical features, the performance and the feature dimension
depend on the number of bins or the number of statistical
measures considered for feature calculation. If the number
of bins for histogram construction is high, then the overall
feature dimension is very high which hampers the real-
time classification. Histograms of POI represent the intensity
patterns but cannot provide the direct parameterization of the
patterns. Therefore, to reduce the feature dimension and to
extract the characteristic nature of POI intensity patterns, the
intensity distribution of POI can be utilized. Parameterization
of intensity patterns provide the opportunity to capture the
inherent structure of it with the help of only few parameters.
Thus, more consistent and quality features are expected from
the parameterization of intensity patterns which in turns, lead
to a better classification performance. One way to provide
parameterization of the POI intensity patterns is to fit the POI
intensity patterns with a suitable characteristic PDF model.
Therefore, we propose to fit a characteristic PDF suitable
for modeling the POI intensities of each color channel. The
proposed PDF fitting-based disease detection scheme possess
a couple of advantages:
• Parameterization of POI intensities offers very low fea-

ture dimension in comparison to histogram based ap-
proach where the bin counts are utilized as features.

• PDF fitting-based approach provides only few charac-
teristic fitted parameters which can capture the inherent
structure of the POI intensity patterns with a consistent
class representation. On contrary, in case of histogram
features, a challenge is to identify the optimum number
of bins in real-scenario which influences the classifica-
tion performance.

TABLE 2: DIFFERENT WELL-KNOWN PDFS

Distribution
Name

Equation Fitted Pa-
rameter(s)

Rayleigh f(x;σ) = x
σ2 e
−x2/(2σ2), x ≥

0
σ

Normal f(x;µ, σ2) = 1√
2πσ2

e
− (x−µ)2

2σ2 µ, σ

Exponential f(x;λ) =

{
λe−λx , x ≥ 0,

0 , x < 0.
λ

The characteristic parameter(s) of the PDF are finally
used as features which involve a reduced computational cost.
Table 2 mentions some of the well-known PDFs by which
the histograms of POI intensities can be approximated [28].
To demonstrate the model-fitting performance on different
PDFs, three PDFs are considered in Fig. 5, namely Normal
distribution, Rayleigh distribution and Exponential distribu-
tion. The empirical histograms of POI intensities in R plane
for the three PDFs are presented in Fig. 5. Here, in each case,
the POI are extracted using a LSST coefficient-vector from
another random image of the corresponding disease type.
From this figure, it is observed that normal distribution fits
the empirical histograms best. Similar analysis is found in
case of G and B plane histogram patterns.

C. FEATURE VECTOR GENERATION
Let us assume, xRk

is a vector consisting of the red (R)
intensities ∀(i, j) ∈ SPOI,k where SPOI,k is extracted by
applying the kth coefficient-vector cαk. σRk is the fitted
parameter(s) when a suitable PDF is fitted to xRk

. Similarly,
all the coefficient-vectors in bank Br is applied in image J
for salient POI selection and the POI intensities of all color
channels are separately fitted to a suitable PDF for all the
coefficient-vectors. In order to acquire final feature vector
(F), the all the fitted parameters are concatenated as depicted
in equations (9) - (10).

fk = [ σRk σGk σBk ] (9)
for k = b1, ..., bKb, u1, ..., uKu, t1, ..., tKt

F = [ fb1 ... fbKb
fu1 ... fuKu

ft1 ... ftKt ] (10)

Here, the number of features in a image is directly pro-
portional to the number of coefficient-vectors available in
the coefficient-vector bank. With the current advancement
of WCE technology and the progress in research, it is ex-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 5: Model representations of POI intensity patterns of a sample (a) bleeding image; (b) ulcer image; (c) tumor image
and (d) normal image using a random LSST coefficient-vector of the same disease type in each case. Each figure has 4 curves:
the empirical histogram of POI intensity and Normal PDF, Rayleigh PDF, and Exponential PDF fitted to the POI intensity
pattern.

pected that the pixel-level ground-truth is available. How-
ever, the feature extraction part is designed in a way that
features can be also extracted using a reduced number of
coefficient-vectors when the available pixel-level ground-
truths are small.

D. HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
Based on the extracted PDF based features, next, a supervised
hierarchical classification scheme is designed in this paper
for multiple GI disease detection. For this, in the proposed
method, the supervised SVM classifier is chosen [29]. The
objective of SVM is to create a maximum margin to separate
the two opposite classes with minimum training error. The
key component in SVM learning is to identify the support
vectors from the marginal hyper-planes or from the outlier
patterns, which are useful for shaping the (linear or nonlin-
ear) decision boundary. Considering a kernel function which
maps the feature space into a higher dimensional feature
space, non-linear boundaries can be drawn which becomes
more effective in most supervised classification problems.
The hierarchical classification scheme, designed in this paper
using binary SVMs with Gaussian Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernel, is demonstrated in Fig. 6. The test image is
at first detected as normal or diseased. If the test image is
detected as diseased, it is separately tested for each possible
disease using a binary classifier and a decision rule is em-
ployed to predict the class of the test image. In this case, three
machines are used, namely ‘Bleeding versus Other’, ‘Ulcer
versus Other’, and ‘Tumor versus Other’ and the decision
rule is presented in Fig. 6. If only one of the three decisions

comes positive, test class is predicted in favor of that single
class which is expected to be obtained in most of the cases.
However, if two of the three decisions come positive, further
binary classification is performed, except the one where all
the three machines reveal negative. For example, if a test im-
age is detected as ‘Bleeding’ by the ‘Bleeding versus Other’
machine, ‘Ulcer’ by the ‘Ulcer versus Other’ machine, and
‘Other’ by the ‘Tumor versus Other’ machine, the test image
is further tested in ‘Bleeding versus Ulcer’ machine as shown
in Fig. 6. If all the three machines detect the test image as
‘Other’, the test image is predicted as a ‘Normal’ image. The
regularization parameter C, and the RBF Kernel parameter σ
can be optimized in each stage of the hierarchical classifier to
achieve the best result. It is to be noted that, in the worst-case
scenario, a test feature vector needs to pass through 5 binary
SVM classifiers.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance obtained from the experi-
mental results of the proposed method are presented along
with the description of the data-set and the performance
evaluation criteria. Ten-fold cross-validation scheme is used
to evaluate the performance unless otherwise specified.

A. DESCRIPTION OF DATA-SET AND PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
The performance of the proposed method is analyzed con-
sidering 50 WCE videos collected from publicly available
and very widely used database [30]. Out of these 50 video
clips, 15 of them show signs of bleeding, 10 show signs of
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FIGURE 6: Cascaded hierarchical classification scheme using binary SVMs with RBF kernel for multi-class classification

ulcer, 10 are tumor videos and the rest 15 videos are normal.
The experiments for diseased image classification are carried
out considering 2588 images out of which 505 are bleeding
images, 266 are ulcer images, 200 images have tumor and
1617 images are normal, which are manually commented by
the expert physicians. For LSST coefficient-vector bank gen-
eration, 65 bleeding, 31 ulcer, 30 tumor pixel-level annotated
images are considered, also marked by the expert physicians.
Usually, WCE images have peripheral black pixels which
contain no information. For all experiments, the peripheral
black pixels of WCE images are discarded. For reporting
the multiple GI disease classification performance, standard
measures, such as accuracy, precision, recall and F-1 score
are used. Besides the multiple GI disease classification per-
formance, the performance of different two-class problems
are also reported using the standard measures sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy [31].

B. PERFORMANCE OF THE MULTIPLE GI DISEASE
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

The performance of the proposed multiple GI disease clas-
sification scheme are demonstrated in this section. In the
proposed method, the LSST coefficient vectors are extracted
with an LSST coefficient reduction rate 3 in RGB color

space, the features are extracted using normal PDF with
a POI separation threshold t = 0.7, and the proposed
hierarchical classification scheme is implemented for clas-
sification purpose in all experiments unless otherwise men-
tioned. Here, various values of regularization parameter
C ∈ {2−2, 2−1, 20, ..., 28} and RBF kernel parameter σ ∈
{2−2, 2−1, 20, ..., 28} are utilized to find the best parameters
in each sub-machines of the proposed classification scheme.
The results of the proposed multiple GI disease classification
scheme are as follows: accuracy is 92.12%, precision is
88.91%, recall is 86.69%, and F-1 score is 87.78%. For
obtaining the result, the used values of C of Machine 1 to
Machine 7 are 64, 2, 1, 4, 1, 8, and 16 and the σ values
of Machine 1 to Machine 7 are 16, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, and 16
respectively.

1) Effect of Changing the Coefficient-Vector Reduction Rate

Table 3 presents the performance of the proposed scheme
using various coefficient-vector reduction rate. It is observed
from the table that highest performance is achieved when
all the coefficient-vectors are utilized with no reduction.
The performance decreases with reduction in the number of
coefficient-vectors. Considering both the performance and
the computation, a reduction rate of 3 is chosen in this paper.
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TABLE 3: EFFECT OF REDUCING THE NUMBER OF LSST
COEFFICIENT-VECTORS

Reduction Rate Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-1 score
(%)

1 (No reduction) 93.24 90.54 87.14 88.81
2 92.74 90.38 86.55 88.43
3 92.12 88.91 86.69 87.78
4 91.19 86.94 85.22 86.07

TABLE 4: PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD IN RGB
SPACE USING VARIOUS PDF MODELS

PDF Model Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-1 score
(%)

Exponential 90.19 84.62 83.98 84.30
Lognormal 88.76 83.58 81.46 82.51
Nakagami 88.06 85.67 79.11 82.26

Normal 92.12 88.91 86.69 87.78
Poisson 90.61 85.71 84.30 85.00
Rayleigh 90.34 86.29 83.11 84.67

Rician 90.61 86.75 84.02 85.36

TABLE 5: PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD IN VARIOUS
COLOR SPACES

Color Space Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-1 score
(%)

RGB 92.12 88.91 86.69 87.78
HSV 94.67 92.90 90.06 91.46
YIQ 95.09 93.75 89.80 91.73

YCbCr 94.09 92.48 88.42 90.40
LAB 93.51 91.32 88.27 89.77

CMYK 93.47 90.65 87.20 88.89
HSV+YIQ 95.85 93.65 89.30 91.96

2) Effect of Using Different PDFs
Table 4 presents the performance of the proposed method
using different probability distributions. It is observed that
normal distribution performs better than all other distribu-
tions in terms of all performance indices and thus it is chosen
in this paper.

3) Effect of Using Different Color Spaces
Table 5 presents the performance of the proposed method
using different color spaces, such as RGB, HSV, YIQ, LAB,
CMYK and YCbCr using normal PDF. From the table, it
is observed that features from HSV space and YIQ space
perform better than the features extracted from other color
spaces. Hence, HSV and YIQ spaces are combined to demon-
strate the effect of combining multiple color spaces in the
proposed LSST formulation. The results are reported in the
last row of table 5. It is to be noted that combining HSV and
YIQ color space only increases the performance insignifi-
cantly considering the twice amount of computation involved
in feature extraction. Therefore, satisfactory performance is
possible using only a single color space.

4) Effect of Changing Classifiers
Besides the proposed hierarchical SVM classification
scheme, the proposed multiple GI disease detection scheme
is implemented with various possible settings of different
classifiers, such as KNN, LDA, NB, ANN, Ensemble of
classifiers, and the error-correcting output codes (ECOC)

TABLE 6: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
USING DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS

Classifier Classifier Settings Accu-
racy
(%)

Preci-
sion
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-1
score
(%)

KNN K=3 with ‘cityblock’
distance

89.80 84.52 83.98 84.25

LDA linear discriminant func-
tion

85.01 76.95 73.75 75.32

ANN scaled conjugate
gradient back
propagation training
function, N=90

90.83 86.39 84.32 85.24

Ensemble
of
Learners

‘RUSBoost’ method
with ‘Discriminant’
learners

87.41 86.26 84.90 85.21

Proposed
Cascaded
SVM

RBF Kernel 92.23 89.11 86.15 87.60

model. A comparative performance analysis is shown in table
6 where for various classifiers, the best possible results are
presented along with the chosen parameters mentioned in the
second column of the table. From the table, it is observed that
the best result of the proposed cascaded SVM classification
scheme outperforms the best results of the other classifiers.

5) Performance Comparison of the Proposed Method with
Its Other Variants

To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, several
variations than the original proposed one are also imple-
mented in RGB space. For comparison, the proposed scheme
is implemented using formulation (3). The results are as
follows: accuracy is 76.19%, precision is 75.95%, recall
is 75.17%, and F-1 score is 75.53%. It is observed that
formulation (3) performs poor because of the initially poor
POI separation, whereas the inclusion of ν in formulation (5)
provides significantly well estimate of the POI. Then, the pro-
posed PDF based feature extraction scheme is implemented
using pixel intensities from the entire image. The results are
as follows: accuracy is 86.51%, precision is 78.99%, recall is
78.67%, and F-1 score is 78.83%. It is observed that using
only the initially selected POI intensities for PDF fitting
performs better than to fit PDF model to the intensities of
the entire image. Involving all the pixels for PDF fitting im-
poses extra burden and the feature quality degrades. Next, to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme when
the available pixel-level annotated images are very small
in number, three images for each disease is randomly cho-
sen that have pixel-level annotations. The LSST coefficient-
vectors are generated using them without any reduction in the
coefficient-vector bank. The results are as follows: accuracy
is 91.65%, precision is 88.63%, recall is 85.36%, and F-1
score is 86.28%. It is observed that the proposed scheme
is able to perform significantly well with the really small
amount of available pixel-level annotated images from each
disease.
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TABLE 7: COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE (%)
AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F-1
score

Uniform LBP- his-
togram

86.69 83.11 78.99 81.00

Method in [5] 88.05 86.32 81.39 83.78
Method in [4] 88.49 87.34 80.87 83.98
Method in [8] 87.32 86.45 81.11 83.69
Method in [22] 88.51 85.41 83.27 84.32
Method in [25] 90.35 86.12 85.07 85.59
Proposed method in
RGB space

92.12 88.91 86.69 87.79

Proposed method in
YIQ space

95.09 93.75 89.80 91.73

6) Comparison Among Different State-of-the-art Methods

Finally, to evaluate the proposed GI disease detection
scheme, it is compared with the method based on uniform
local binary patterns (LBP) and methods proposed in [4],
[5], [8], [22], [25]. LBP features are widely used in different
single GI disease classification schemes [10], [16], [19].
Here, for comparison, an LBP histogram based approach
is implemented for detecting multiple GI diseases. Next,
the method in [5], which is based on a bag-of-visual-words
concept, is implemented for multiple disease detection. Here,
the visual words are generated in using few randomly se-
lected images from all the considered disease classes using
separate K-means clustering with K = 40. The method is
implemented in Y CbCr space as it is shown to perform
better than other color spaces in [5]. While implementing
[4], block statistical features are combined from the color
planes of RGB space for defining an index value to create
an indexed-based histogram to be utilized as features. In
[8], an unsupervised scheme is employed in image patches
to obtain cluster-based statistical features from each cluster
in a transformed color plane followed by the extraction of
differential cluster features from the local patch features.
Now-a-days, CNN based deep learning models are widely
used for lesion detection from WCE images [21], [22].
Therefore, for comparison, the CNN based model proposed
in [22] is implemented on the image-level annotated dataset
for GI disease classification. In [25], a scheme is proposed
for multiple GI disease detection based on a bag-of-words
concept. Here, a saliency and adaptive locality-constrained
linear coding (SALLC) algorithm is implemented to encode
local features from images. However, instead of using scale
invariant feature transformation, block statistical features are
computed in Y IQ space as this space is shown to perform
better than other color spaces in [25]. All the methods are
implemented using the same data-set mentioned in section
IV-A and the same hierarchical SVM classifier (except for
[22]) proposed in this paper. The results are reported in table
7. The mentioned methods utilize whole image for feature
extraction which may degrade the performance when the dis-
eased portion is really small in size in the entire image. From
the table, it is observed that the proposed method outperforms
the other state-of-the-art methods by a significant margin.

TABLE 8: BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS USING THE BINARY
SVM WITH RBF KERNEL

Problem Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%)
Bleeding vs. Normal 97.05 98.14 97.87

Ulcer vs. Normal 90.69 97.36 96.30
Tumor vs. Normal 87.13 90.03 89.70
Bleeding vs. Ulcer 97.18 97.42 97.15
Bleeding vs. Tumor 98.99 98.63 98.87

Ulcer vs. Tumor 93.38 95.53 94.42
Disease vs. Normal 92.34 94.12 93.34
Bleeding vs. Other 94.51 96.49 96.08

Ulcer vs. Other 90.20 92.95 92.61
Tumor vs. Other 86.29 90.11 89.76

C. PERFORMANCE IN TWO CLASS PROBLEMS
The proposed method is also implemented for various two
class problems, such as bleeding detection, ulcer detection
etc. as demonstrated in table 8. For example, while dealing
with bleeding versus normal problem, in the first stage, the
LSST coefficient-vectors are extracted using only the set of
pixel-level annotated bleeding images. In the second stage,
the bleeding LSST coefficient-vectors are applied to the
WCE images to extract the PDF based feature. Moreover, for
dealing with disease versus normal classification problem,
the proposed scheme can be implemented as it is with only
using Machine-1 in the classification stage as shown in Fig.
6. Here, normal PDF is used in RGB space and the standard
SVM is used with Gaussian RBF Kernel and the results are
reported in table 8. It is observed from the table that in
most cases, the SVM classifier with RBF Kernel provides
significant performance in classifying the addressed classes.

D. PERFORMANCE IN CONTINUOUS VIDEOS
To evaluate the performance of proposed GI disease classifi-
cation scheme, several continuous WCE video clips are con-
sidered. Here, the performance is evaluated using accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity. The same image-level trainers and
the prior images for extracting the LSST coefficient-vectors
are used as mentioned in section IV-A. However, the test
images are excluded from the training set. The results are
demonstrated in table 9. For Clip number 4, 5 and 9, the term
specificity is undefined as those clips only contain one type
of diseased image. The results indicate that a satisfactory per-
formance is achieved when the proposed scheme is employed
in continuous WCE videos.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a unified two-stage computer aided multiple
GI disease detection scheme is proposed where, first, the
LSST based salient POI of a given image are extracted and
then, a suitable PDF model is fitted on the extracted POI to
utilize the model parameters in the supervised classification
scheme. In real-life, generally a very few diseased images
are available with pixel-level annotations which are, in most
of the cases, not at all utilized in the disease detection
process. The unique idea here is to apply the proposed LSS
transformation using the pixel-level annotated images to ex-
tract LSST coefficient-vectors that can be used for capturing
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TABLE 9: PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD IN CONTINU-
OUS VIDEO CLIPS

Video Type Clip No Acc. (%) Sen. (%) Spe. (%)
bleeding 1 94.00 100.00 92.86
bleeding 2 91.00 86.67 94.55
bleeding 3 89.00 85.00 90.00
bleeding 4 96.00 96.00 –
bleeding 5 98.00 98.00 –

ulcer 6 91.00 75.00 92.39
ulcer 7 91.00 80.00 92.22
ulcer 8 96.00 100.00 95.88
ulcer 9 97.00 97.00 –
ulcer 10 93.00 91.76 100.00
tumor 11 88.00 81.25 89.29
tumor 12 88.00 84.00 89.33
tumor 13 90.00 87.50 92.31
tumor 14 98.84 89.36 100.00
tumor 15 82.00 80.00 82.11

salient POI both in training and test phases. It is shown
that the LSST coefficient-vectors are capable of efficiently
extracting the salient pixels from different disease types. In
order to reduce computation for feature extraction, a cluster-
based approach is employed to select the representatives from
all the LSST coefficient-vectors of all disease types. More-
over, experiments demonstrate that feature extraction from
POI ensures quality features, even if the diseased portion
is very small, in comparison to the features extracted from
the whole image. Fitting the salient POI with a suitable
PDF can precisely capture the inherent nature of disease
characteristics with the help of only few parameters that
drastically reduces the feature dimension. For classification,
an efficient hierarchical cascaded scheme is developed using
a few binary SVMs, which ensures better performance for
the multiple disease classification problem. It is shown that
the introduction of the regularization parameter in the LSST
formulation helps to significantly improve the POI separa-
tion and as a result, classification performance is greatly
improved. Here, the use of normal PDF performs better than
other PDFs in detecting the diseases. It is observed that if the
available pixel-level annotated images for each considered
disease are small in number, the proposed method is still able
to perform significantly well. Finally, the performance of the
proposed scheme in continuous videos ensures the goodness
of the feature. Thus, the proposed disease detection scheme
can significantly help physicians in diagnosing different GI
diseases.
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